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• Detection of queuing on congested 
crossings
• Driver speed and compliance with
 New advanced signage
 New sign concepts (e.g. new fail to safe)
APPLICATION OF PNEUMATIC TUBES TO EVALUATE DRIVER BEHAVIOUR AND INTERVENTIONS AT LOW 
TRAFFIC RAILWAY LEVEL CROSSINGS
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1 High 150 11,000
2 Low 700 11,000
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Background Proposed application of pneumatic tubes to evaluate driver compliance
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• Effective and practical way to 
measure driver behaviour at 
crossings with low traffic
• Evaluation of driver behaviour 
over long time periods without 
changing driver behaviour, 
which makes it well suited for 








• New interventions are 
needed, particularly for 
passive crossings
• Current evaluations of 
interventions
 Short term observations
 Driving simulations
 Focus on active crossings
Implementation Results
Other potential applicationsConclusions
